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President’s Report
Well we move into another New Year and the 49th year of CMR which means as most of you will be
aware in 2013 we shall celebrate 50 years of running trains along the Canning river. Sue Belcher is in
charge of the planed festivities and October will be the main focus of celebrations but the whole year
will commemorate this milestone. If you would like to help and or have ideas of what you think should
be part of the festivities then make your ideas and indeed yourself known to Sue. Remember it’s no
good after the event saying, oh we should have done this or that, now is the time to speak up. I
should add that if you really want to see something in particular happen you should also be prepared
to make it happen.
As you will be aware last year CMR did not have a display at the AMRA Exhibition which is held each
year on the June long weekend. The reason for our absence last year was mainly due to no one
offering to organise the display, but I’m very pleased to be able to inform members that Chris Doody
has offered to organise this year’s display with of course help from interested members. As you know
this is a very busy weekend with both our first Sunday run and the Foundation Day Run from Wilson
on the Monday. This means that all members need to help out over the weekend, so if you are able
to help at the AMRA show please let Chris know.
With school holidays comes the usual vandalism around the railway, with white paint splashed on the
back of the steam shed, which Stork has already painted over, and also more graffiti on the back of
Canning Signal Box. We also suffered some minor track damage on the Fern Road side of the drain
where some lazy and uncaring individuals backed a vehicle over the track to dump their rubbish. It’s
unbelievable what people will do! On the 7th January workday Richard Stuart managed to get the
damaged rails straightened and we should be able to run over it for our Feb run day. Craig and Eno
have been busy cutting sleepers to length. Another problem that has been fixed is water leaks in the
main water pipe to the clubrooms. This took quite some time to discover just where the leaks were
with one at the bottom of the standpipe by the gate in the picnic ground and also the tap close to A
Box. There was also a leak where the pipe had been damaged some time ago close to the crossing
behind the clubrooms and it seems there is a problem with the pipe to the tap behind the containers.
Also some of the tap washers were leaking and they have now all been replaced. The leaks have
now all been repaired and a new pipe will be run to the tap behind the containers. Thanks to all
involved in this time consuming work in the heat of summer and we will now be more than doing our
bit to save 60 a day! Actually it’s all about saving CMR $s not so much the water!
As is always the case at this time of the year there are a huge amount of leaves and bark that needs
to be raked up around the station area as well as the picnic ground. This will need to be done on the
Saturday morning, 4th February, to prepare the track and picnic area ready for the Sunday run. Due
to the fact we did not run on the first Sunday there will be more than usual, so please make an effort
to attend this run day preparation. Remember, many hands make quick and light work of things.
The rewiring of Dependable is well underway now and most of the other jobs that need to be done
are finished, so it is hoped to have the loco back in service sometime in March.

Roger Matthews
President, Castledare Miniature Railway

*************************************************
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FROM THE SECRETARY’S DESK
Notes from the last Committee Meeting – these are only a brief summary of some of the items discussed:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3 gondolas which are currently stored in workshop are to be rebuilt - work progressing
Reminder that General members meetings now to be held quarterly – the next being March 2012
Carriage shed extension proposal has been approved and work has started – this project is now in the
hands of a contractor
Recycled plastic picnic tables to be purchased for the picnic ground – one already on site
Maroon set to be sent to Thornlie TAFE for repainting (This project will now wait until 2012)
The future of the club Member’s day on the 2nd Sunday of each month discussed. Previous proposal
submitted by member to be reprinted in C & S for member’s input and suggestions. If nothing
forthcoming from the general membership, the Committee will then make a decision
Refurbishment of the picnic ground – work on this project is ongoing
Work on Dependable progressing
AGM will be held on the 20th April at 6.03pm at the ECO centre Wilson Park

DATES FOR THE DIARY:

Month

Day

Date

Event

Times

January

Friday

13th

5.30pm

Sunday

15th

Wednesday

18th

Committee
Meeting
Public Run
Day Wilson
Station
Work day

Members
needed
from 9am
9am – 3pm

Wednesday

25th

Work day

9am – 3pm

Wednesday

1st

Work day

9am –3pm

Saturday

4th

Preparation
of Railway

From
8.30am

Sunday

5th

Public Run
Day
Niana
Station

Members
needed
from 9am

February

Wednesday

8th

Work Day

9am – 3pm

Friday

10th

Committee
Meeting

5.30pm

Saturday

11th

Track &
major
project
work day

From 9am
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Canteen

Duty Officer
Trish Stuart

Edweena
Smith &
Judy
Bowyer

Ken Belcher
Les Millman

[Meal
provided
for those in
attendance]

Sunday

12th

Members
day
BYO Lunch

From 10am

Wednesday

15th

Work Day

9am – 3pm

Friday

17th

Work night

From 4pm

Sunday

19th

Wednesday

22nd

Public Run
Day Wilson
Station
Work Day

Members
needed
from 9am
9am – 3pm

Wednesday

29th

Work Day

9am – 3pm

Trish Stuart

The proposal outlined below was published in our magazine during 2011 and received little or no response
from the membership. Please put some thought into what you might like to see happening at your club –
whether it be continue as we do on the 2nd Sunday, adopt something along the lines of this proposal, or do
nothing extra ! ! ! Please advise your thoughts to a committee member.
Proposal for Committee and General Membership consideration:
2nd Sunday – Member’s Day
History will show that there is a distinct lack of interest by members in the Member’s Day.
There are many reasons for this – family life, too much time already spent at CMR for work and/or run days or
simply just not interested enough.
Result: An apparent waste of time for those Committee members and the very few general members who do
turn up.
Proposal: In lieu of the 2nd Sunday of each month, the Committee considers making the 5th Sunday of the
month the Member’s Day. There are usually 4 or 5 months of the year where there are 5 Sundays so this
would then make it something ‘out of the ordinary’. In 2011 there were 5 Sundays in January, May, July and
October. 2012 also has 5 months with 5 Sundays being; January, April, July, September and December.
Should this idea be adopted, then I would further suggest that something specific is planned for the Member’s
Day – not just simply turn up and do whatever.
Suggestions include, but are not limited to:
1. Bi Directional run
2. Reverse running
3. Kids only driving day – with adequate supervision of course
4. An organised outing – perhaps to Dwellingup for the steam train or to Whiteman Park?
5. Bring a friend / family and enjoy the day with them without the trials and tribulations of public
passengers
The same principle of BYO barbecue or picnic lunch could still be in place – perhaps some members may
even like to cook their own! ! !

*************************************************
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STEAM IN THE JUNGLE
By Richard & Trish Stuart
Steam railways conjure up a variety of images: the Hotham Valley line climbing through the WA bush; trestle bridges and
tree ferns at Puffing Billy; slate grey skies, slate mountains and rain in North Wales; or lush meadows and gushing rivers
in Devon. A tropical holiday does not sound like promising territory for the steam enthusiast, but there we were, in a
Malaysian taxi, on our way from our beach resort to a day out on a steam railway. The exotic vegetation, kampong
villages, and characteristic aromas of the tropics didn’t really gel with our previous steam railway experiences, but sure
enough, as we passed the end of the runway at Kota-Kinabalu airport, a distinctive plume of locomotive smoke rose into
the air. The taxi deposited us outside a small office adorned with the banner of the North Borneo Railway. We went
inside to be met by staff wearing smart colonial style uniforms and pith helmets. Despite being previously assured that
there were plenty of empty seats and no need to book, we got the last available seats and the family who came in just
behind us were turned away. With tickets in hand, we made our way to the platform to be greeted by more uniformed
and pith-helmetted staff who stamped our travel passes for the first of many times.
We had seen some photographs of a tired looking train on weed-grown track, and would not have been surprised if the
North Borneo Railway had been a run-down relic, but nothing could be further from the truth. The railway itself had been
re-opened after a major rebuild to turn it into part of the state transportation network. The track was new, with concrete
sleepers, continuously welded rail, and modern lineside equipment. The steam train rolling stock dated from the 1970s,
but had been well fitted out internally in wood-panelled style, which created the intended period ambience. The only thing
missing was the locomotive, and this duly made its way up from the yard at some speed before backing onto the train.

On the Train – Table Set for Breakfast
The locomotive was a chunky little metre-gauge 2-6-2, built in 1955 by the Vulcan Foundry in Lancashire, UK. Its
condition appeared “workman-like”; mechanically sound, but without any fussy polishing of paint and metalwork. A look
inside the cab confirmed that it was wood fired, with stacks of cut and trimmed logs filling the tender. The crew looked
enthusiastic, and as we found later, drove their loco with some panache.

Builder’s Plate

Log Fuel
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After calls of “all aboard”, and blowing of whistles by the pith-helmetted staff, it was time to depart. The train set off
slowly, beside the main road to the airport, with much whistling from the locomotive at the many level crossings along the
way. We thought maybe this was as fast as the locomotive could go, but it must have been a line speed restriction that
restrained the loco crew for the first few minutes. At the first opportunity, the driver opened the regulator and “let her rip”.
The characteristic sounds of steam loco exhaust echoed off the concrete flyover beside the airport entrance, and the
speed rapidly increased. We found that whenever he got a chance, the driver made the most of the new track and let the
loco show what it could do. The exhaust sounded particularly crisp and free-running, chattering away happily for the
duration of the journey. The overall impression was of a willing workhorse of a locomotive, driven with some flair by an
enthusiastic crew.
After a continental style breakfast served on the train, the first stop was at the town of Kinarut, where there was a choice
between seeing the local market or the Buddhist temple. We chose the temple and followed the guide, who led his
straggling party of tourists off the end of the platform and onto the middle of the railway. For those of us from the
Western culture of public liability, risk-aversion and over-regulation, this was something of a surprise, but it did provide
the opportunity to study the newly re-built track. In contrast, the Malaysian approach to level crossings was ultracautious, with every one of the many crossings manned by a flag-waving attendant to stop the road traffic.

The Railway Also Serves as a Public Footpath

The journey went on through mangrove swamps, jungle, and small towns where local people enthusiastically waved at
the steam train as it passed. There was even a tunnel, where for some reason the carriage lights were not switched on
until the train had emerged from the other side. Finally, there was a “Bridge on the River Kwai” type crossing of a fair
sized river before the train arrived at Parar. This was the furthest point of the steam excursion, although the railway
carries on further into the Borneo hinterland. We watched the loco detach from the train and head for a modern and
obviously recently built turntable – a further sign of the investment made in modernising the railway.
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The New-Build Turntable at Parar
While the tourists from the steam train filed out of the station to look round the town, a crowd of local people was
assembling at the station, apparently waiting for a scheduled service train. After a walk round Parar, we arrived back at
the station in time to see a modern diesel train arrive. It looked like a multiple unit, but closer inspection showed that it
was a push-pull consist with a diesel locomotive at the back. It headed off towards Kota-Kinabalu, while the steam train
got ready to depart and follow it home.

Old & New at Parar
The homeward journey kicked off with a rather excellent “tiffin-style” lunch, served in stacked sets of aluminium cans.
The local people still waved enthusiastically at the train, and the driver never tired of opening up the regulator whenever
line conditions allowed.
No steam train journey is complete without rain. The record for persistence has to belong to the Welsh Highland in North
Wales, but nothing can beat the sheer volume of an equatorial downpour. On arrival back at Kota-Kinabalu the heavens
opened, setting the town awash in a fitting climax to a memorable steam trip through the jungle.

*************************************************
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Castledare Gallery
CMR Christmas Party
(Photographer: P. Stuart)

*************************************************
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Wilson Run Day – Sunday 20th November 2011
(Photographer: V. Crean)

My name is Emily Cook, I wonder who my grandfather is?

*************************************************
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TRAIN DYNAMICS – SOME SHORT LESSONS
Part 5- Locomotives and their bogies.
In this 5th article I will open (again) by saying that one is amazed by the effort and detail that builders put into
models of locomotives be they be based on the real thing or freelanced, but when it comes to the bogies there
has to be some serious thinking undertaken. Locomotive bogies are very important as these “lead the way”
and derailment at speed can have serious consequences. However, this article will concentrate on diesels.
The points made in Parts 1 to 4 are more important in respect of diesels as these have generally moved on
from four wheeled bogies to six wheel types. The beauty of the four-wheeled type with a centre plate is that it
is very difficult not to get equal load distribution if building has been carried out to avoid underframe twist and
or pulled into a banana shape. A four-wheeled bogie was fitted to the EMD-General Motors passenger and
general-purpose (GP hence “geeps”) locomotives that featured a swing link bolster similar to passenger car
bogies. Wheel load adjustment where necessary was by adding or subtracting a packer plate from one of the
coil springs above an axle-box. This bogie is still popular today, some 70years on!
It has to be noted that up to 6 locomotives of the GP type can lead a U.S. freight train (it is recommended not
to exceed 24 dc motored axles in dynamic braking) and some railroads in mountainous territory “block out” the
swing links to prevent severe jackknifing from the load pushing down hill and subsequent L over V problems.
There are no high level platforms in U.S. freight territory to worry about, but in Australia jackknifing did happen
to the six axle SAR / ANR 700Class, NSW 44-2 and 80Class causing some severe platform scrapes. If you
have forgotten about L over V then it is time to do some homework by reading earlier articles. These days train
operators are required to undertake a L over V calculation when introducing new locomotives and or wagons
onto Australian tracks. It is a doozey of a thing to do, but it does indicate if it is safe (or not).
Six wheeled bogies are popular under many of the “diesel” model, some freelanced and others modeled on
the real thing. In real full sized locomotives the six wheeled bogie has changed radically over the years
departing away from the “span” bolster or H type typified by the EMD-GM originally seen in Australia under the
CR GM classes over 60years ago. The H bolster was designed to get over the centre traction motor and the
extremities of the H sit on rubber shear pads on top of the side frames. These pads allow for lateral movement
but importantly by adding or subtracting shims it is very easy to adjust the wheel loadings without dropping the
wheel sets. This bogie is a centre pivot type with gap lateral side bearers to allow travel through track twists
and around curves with super-elevation.
The only major change to the EMD-GM span bolster bogies was in the mid 60s when a transom was added to
one end to allow all traction motors to be “hung” the same way thus creating the Low Weight Transfer (LTF)
Bogie and eliminating the torque reactions to change the axle-loads. This was a major break-through in that it
raised the adhesion demand from 18% to 24% thus being comparable to steam locomotives. (Steam had a
form of traction control via coupling rods but ironically could also suffer from weight transfer, but that is another
story!) That is 3 locomotives could now do the adhesive work of 4 older types but slower and thus the
horsepower race commenced; the mighty Fairbanks-Morse mighty “Train-masters”, the ALCO C-628 (Ham.
Iron) and enter the WAGR L class etc.
The non EMD units used bogies with compensating beams above the axle boxes for equalisation and ALCO
had a pivot point between No1 and 2 axles with load-posts on either side between No2 and 3 axles thus
introducing tri mount bogies. The English, bless their hearts, also used equalisers but they were pinned
beneath the axle boxes which was a maintenance nightmare as they had to be removed before trying to drop
out a wheel-set, take a look at a K class! The R class had a variation with the equalisers going over the boxes
with leaf springs and the pivot point being in a huge conical rubber spring. The positioning of the pivots out towards the ends of a locomotive have many advantages from better ride quality, less end throw on curves to
reduction of those dreaded L over V forces. Six-wheeled loco bogies have had dramatic changes from being
mounted on elastic pads (4) with a centre traction pin, to have a geometric centre and to radial forced steering
etc. The adhesion demand was jumped to 30% with slip control that allowed individual axles to have around
9% creep and then to ac traction with electronically locked wheel sets that acts like coupling rods did for steam
and pushes adhesion demand up to 38% and higher. These advances have lead the USA to limit trains to only
two ac locos on the front to minimise L over V on the trailing bogie or to literally stop the locos from dragging
the track towards the train when starting!
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Geometric Centre China

South African ‘traction links”.
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Back to CMR, two locos have freelance bogies, Betsy and Comet Vale with the latter having a somewhat
rigidly arranged power bogie with the other a centre type with side bearer clearance for track twist tolerance.
Other locos have a version of the EMD span bolster type, even Mike’s 44Class ALCO! These versions do not
allow for wheel load adjustment and if you think that this is not important then so be it! It is actually quite
simple to calculate the wheel loads and to do adjustments. A simple method will be illustrated, you may also
find out a few other things along the way! This method assumes that all of the horn stays are pretty much in a
straight-line on each bogie and the track is reasonably level. If in doubt about “levelness” just rotate the
locomotive and average the results. Three diagrams follow that show dimensions taken from a locomotive that
has a tendency to derail and we will then deduce what could be the problem or problems.
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Diagram AA
Here we take the measurements from some point on the body to the rails. This will give an indication if the
locomotive is sitting upright or heavy to one end. Unfortunately the ends are built different but the A end
figures vary a substantial 4.5mm and this indicates a body twist.

The four body side-bearers appear to have gaps but a more detailed examination revealed that they actually
dug into the bolster plate at an angle thus hindering bogie rotation. From the consistency of the side bearers
there is the possibility of negative under frame camber. There is another point here that modelers must
consider, bogie bolsters often are just a piece of flat bar and in this case a 1000kg locomotive causes some
deflection particularly once running. Track bumps will give a 2g acceleration and that 1000kg becomes 2000kg
for a brief moment and bingo, no more side bearer clearance due to deformation.

DIAGRAM BB
Now we (or you) take some measurements of the bogie frame heights off rail. Bogie B is reasonably even but
bogie A would be of concern, it is not sitting very well probably due to body twist as already indicated.
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Some simple addition follows that checks that the loco sits evenly to the rails.

DIAGRAM CC
The measurement of the distance between the horn stay to the axle box provides an indication of spring
deflection plus the initial clearance, which may be unknown unless the locomotive body is lifted clear.
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We now get to the interesting part and do some simple calculations shown as CC-Continued. First we subtract
say 1.5mm of “free clearance” (you can use 2.5mm if you like, it will not make much difference!) The first thing
that comes to be noticed is that for B end bogie the No2 axles are not the average of No1 plus No3. This then
is a manufacturing problem with the spring seats not in-line or the axle boxes not bored central, it has nothing
to do with weak springs or whatever!
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Next add the spring deflections for each side and we see that the LHS is about 4mm greater than the RHS, it
is not much but there is some 30kg weight difference and you cannot blame this excess deflection on weak
springs. By adding the spring deflections and dividing this into an assumed mass we end up in this case with
7.38kg / mm of deflection. It does not matter if you guess the mass wrong by 50 or 100kg as in the end we are
looking at the pattern of weight distribution.
By multiplying the spring deflections by the “rate” of 7.38kg/mm we obtain the wheel loads. In this case
considered there are a few things that jump-out at us.
• The heaviest at L6 is double the lightest at L4
• The cross variation is that L1 is 50% heavier than R1.
• If we add a 90kg driver to B end then the mass carried on each bogie is about the same, not a bad
effort.
The overall significance of all of this is that for very stiff bogies trying to rotate (see Diagram AA) then
wheel R1 will not like going around a left sweeping curve and L4 could be in trouble on a right hand
curve. These are L over V potential problems.
After correcting the side bearers to have clearance shims can be placed on the rails under the wheels say
2mm under R1 and 3mm under L4 with 1.5mm under R4 and check the deflections. Once settled on more
even mass / weight distribution, then the packers have to be placed on top of the springs. This entails
“dropping” the wheel-sets but, life was not meant to be easy! The end result will be a very fine riding
locomotive.
You may have noticed that I have added the driver to B end as it is usual to clarify position from the handbrake
location or from the orientation of the engine.
Steam locomotives are a little more difficult and rail workshops had special “weigh bridges” to check each
wheel all at one time. For modelers it would not be difficult to make up a device to check wheel loadings,
however this is for another day. In the short term for 7.25inch gauge a 4mm piece of plate could be placed on
the rail and each wheel run across it checking each time that no other wheels lifted off the rails or rubbed the
frame.
In conclusion, if anybody desires to understand more about what has been said then please do not hesitate to
ask.

Les Smith

*************************************************
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Notice Board
For Sale - REDUCED
71/4 Black 5 chassis, complete and working on air. Tender almost complete. Copper boiler, silver soldered by Bob
Brown and pressure tested certified.
Reason for sale, failing strength and health! Buyer collects.
Can be inspected at:
4, Glenelg Way, Mandurah.
Telephone: 9582 0334. Cliff Pole
Price: $20,000.00 (offers considered)

*************************************************

Private Parties
Please note that Private parties, held on Public run days, MUST operate from the designated station of the day.

**************************************************

MESSAGE FROM THE EDITOR
Please do not forget to advise the editor if you change your email address, or home address. This will ensure that you
always receive your Cinders and Soot notification, or ‘snail mail’ copy. Thank you.
If you wish to contribute an article to Cinders and Soot, please note that the closing date is the 15th of each month.
Please send your contributions to Trish Stuart at the email address on the page 2.

*************************************************
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Sponsors of CMR

Brian Gardiner Motors
(08) 9279 7244

DiCandilo
(08) 9356 9000

Applied Fire Technology (08) 9478 3362

Rheem Australia (08) 9351 4293

Dingo Australia (08) 9311 9811

Fireless Fire Services (08) 9371 6913
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